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Being good neighbours 
while you travel…

The ins and outs of sharing the road with motorists, cyclists 
and all sorts of people



z
If you are planning to drive – how do you feel 
about the idea of coming across a cyclist???



z
What we are going to talk about?

§ What do we think/know about people on bikes?

§ Different modes of transport – the good, the bad 
and the ugly

§ What to consider if you are driving near cyclists and 
pedestrians or vice versa

§ Let’s start a conversation!



z
Know your neighbour

§ Imagine what it’s like to be in the shoes on the bike pedals

– Before you drive
• Best way is to try 

cycling yourself
• Talk to cyclists about 

their experiences
• Watch how cyclists 

move and position 
themselves



z
Know your 
neighbour

§ While driving

§ Survey the 
road and 
know where 
cyclists are

§ Make eye 
contact and 
kind gestures



z
There are a lot of bikes out there…



z
More and more people are riding

Increasing bike mode shares in large cities of Europe and the 
Americas, 1990 (white)–2015 (black) (Putcher 2017)
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What are pros and cons of 
driving? And of using 
another mode of transport 
(your choice)?

Write down as individuals and 
then brainstorm on the blackboard



z
Some benefits of cycling…

§ Safer roads

§ Healthy people

§ Smaller carbon footprint

§ Less fossil fuel consumption

§ Cleaner air

§ Closer communities

§ The feeling of flying through the streets…
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What are your responsibilities as 
a driver? As a pedestrian or 
cyclists on the road? And who 
else is responsible for safety?

§ Who is responsible for the injuries if a 
driver hits a cyclist who isn’t wearing a 
helmet?

§ Who is responsible for a pedestrian hit 
by a car driver who couldn’t see 
because of a van parked incorrectly?



z
Lanes, space and pace

§ All different sizes, shapes and speeds trying to 
navigate the road system

§ Cyclists often are given no dedicated space or an 
unsafe and impractical lane

§ Cyclists may be slower but they will usually try and 
co-operate so everyone can keep moving

§ Smaller cars are better for cyclists and the general 
safety of the road



z
Lanes, space and pace

§ Help keep cyclists moving & don’t expect them to 
travel in the gutter or close to parked cars

§ If a cyclist goes into the car parking lane to let cars 
pass (don’t expect this), make sure you let them in 
when they need to come back to the travel lane.



z
Group work

§ Form four groups to examine passing, driveways, 
intersections & dooring

§ List relevant rules, responsibilities, considerations, 
confusions & dangers

§ What ways can road users reduce risks?

§ Act out a scenario where there may be confusion & 
danger – show how you can improve the situation



z
Passing

§ Look for signals from cyclists 

§ Give them plenty of space (rule 1m or 1.5m when 
more than 60km/h)  and don’t speed up – you can 
cross over the other side if needed 

§ Up hills cyclists need a bit of wobble room

§ Down hills cyclists are usually travelling faster than 
you think – maybe no need to overtake

§ Don’t stress, cyclists don’t want you behind them. 
They will find a way for you to pass.



z
Turning - driveways

§ When you are entering/exiting a driveway give way 
to everyone including bikes and children

§ If you’re coming from the road start surveying the area 
well before you turn

§ Really look behind for cyclists and check blind spot

§ Don’t speed up to turn in front of a cyclist and don’t 
make a cyclist slow down

§ Edge to the left and indicate before turning

§ Remember you are just a visitor on the footpath, give 
way and don’t stay



z
Turning - intersection

§ Most of the rules for driveways also apply to turning 
into a street!

§ Always check for cyclists in front and behind you, stop 
and wait for them

§ Give way to pedestrians crossing the road you are 
entering – (rules 62, 72 & 73 state drivers turning into 
a street must always give way to pedestrians who are 
crossing or the slip lane.)
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Dooring

§ Car doors are chunky and fling open quickly

§ The hinge is at the front so once it’s open, a 
passing cyclist can’t push it shut and it can result in 
a horrific crash 

§ A cyclist’s reflex to avoid a car door can veer them 
into traffic and this can also lead to death or injury



z
Dooring

§ Rule 269(3) A person must not cause a hazard to 
any person or vehicle by opening a door of a 
vehicle, leaving a door of a vehicle open, or getting 
off, or out of, a vehicle

§ Looking behind you could save a life

§ Dutch reach – use your left hand to open the door 
helps you turn and look

§ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppBuWxvypfg&f
eature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppBuWxvypfg&feature=youtu.be


z
Remember

§ Generally, when/if you drive a car you are more 
likely to accidently kill/hurt someone else than 
any other time in your life…

§ Be humane on the road - respect and courtesy go 
a long way to making a road system work… all road 
users are people like you 

§ You may have a license to drive but you can still 
run, row, ride public transport, scoot, skate, 
pedal, paddle or walk from A to B



z
Your questions?



z
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